
Appendix 3 

 

Summary of notes for taxi and private hire trade meeting (“Dragons Den”) 3 December 2018 
 
 
Gett Taxi representatives: James Hutchinson  
 
Representatives were invited to give an overview of their role in the sector and what value 
they added 
 
Gett identified its key role as a method for bringing black cabs into the taxi app space. They 
set out their history including their purchase of existing companies Radio Taxis and One 
Transport group to boost their Black Cab fleet as well as offer corporate account services (as 
a licensed operator) for a range of vehicles. 
 
Gett’s predominant role is as a technology solution.  It says that around half of all black cab 
drivers have signed up to the Gett platform at some point and that it works closely with the 
trade to deliver a technological platform that helps keep the licensed taxi trade up to date. 
It sees black cabs as very important to its business and also provides services to people with 
disabilities and special educational needs. Gett acknowledges that not all drivers support 
them but that they aim to be a positive and healthy company. It takes 12% commission on 
black cab fares. 
 
Gett is keen to emphasise its environmental credentials and its role in helping relieve 
London’s transport challenges, noting that its business model is built on existing fleets 
rather than adding additional vehicles to the roads. It is also supporting the development of 
hybrid and electric taxis and where possible offering incentives to drivers who adopt one on 
the platform. 
 
Members asked what Gett viewed as the main challenges currently for the industry. 
 
Gett flagged that the provision of wheelchair accessible vehicles (WAV) in the private hire 
sector was very low and that addressing this needed a systemic response (not just individual 
operators) 
Gett shares the concerns of the black cab trade around the threat of restrictions to access of 
elements of the road network, particularly ‘broad brush’ road restrictions. 
  
On fares, Gett highlighted an inbuilt issue around fare tariff structures, noting that the 
tiered pricing mechanism meant that taxis were cheapest when demand was high and most 
expensive when in demand (because of the T3 fare) and suggested a review of the tariffs 
might be helpful. It said the public perception of taxis as an expensive mode of transport 
was skewed by experiences when the T3 tariff is in place. 
 
On the PH exemption to the congestion charge, Gett suggested that this would on the one 
hand help close the cap on the black cab meter but, on the other hand, impact larger app-
based PH operator models less than smaller operators.  
 
On TfL as a regulator, Gett said TfL was on the whole doing a good job but there was a need 
for primary legislation to support its activities. Gett is broadly support of the Dft review into 



 

 

taxi and private hire licensing, and particularly highlighted the need to resolve the issue of 
cross-border hiring, which risked ‘making a nonsense of the role of the regulator’. Gett 
emphasised the need for TfL as the regulator to collaborate with the industry on policy. 
On the PH cap – Gett cautioned that a blanket cap was likely to benefit larger app-based 
operators over smaller operators, and suggested that ‘rebalancing’ was needed rather than 
a ‘flat’ cap. It referenced the need for there to be exemptions for WAVs in any cap (as in 
New York).  
 
Members asked if the rapid current growth in the private hire market was sustainable. 
 
Gett’s position is that it was not, and acknowledged issues around congestion and the 
impact on the wider public transport network, including the impact of secondary congestion 
from drivers cruising between fares. It said that a ‘commercial free for all’ was ultimately 
not good for London. It noted the need for competition, and that there had been significant 
downward pricing pressure in the sector over the last few years  but that upward pressure 
was now beginning to change market dynamics and suggested further study of this was 
needed. 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------- 
 
Viavan representative: Jess Oppetit 
 
Representative invited to give an overview of their role in the sector and what value they 
added 
 
Viavan views itself as an enhancement to existing public transport options and a potential 
contributor to improved efficiency on first mile/last mile elements of door-to-door mobility. 
Its model emphasises the potential environmental benefits and congestion reduction 
potential of shared/pooled rides, with more passengers in shared vehicles rather than in 
private cars. Viavan is a tech company that seeks to utilise existing fleet vehicles rather than 
add new vehicles to the roads. ViaVan noted that it has dozens of partnerships across the 
world with cities, transit agencies, and other operators to provide public transport. 
 
Viavan explained that its model was dynamic in terms of routing, pricing and pick-up, and 
added to active travel because people were usually asked to walk towards the vehicle to be 
picked up. It also said it has the potential to augment existing door-to-door services such as 
dial-a ride. Viavan supports efforts to improve public transport accessibility in areas with 
low existing provision of public transport, with a view to improving access and affordability. 
It supports TfL’s announcement that it will look to trial demand-responsive bus services in 
outer London. Viavan also supports a greater push towards environmentally cleaner vehicles 
and WAV provision.  
 
 
 



 

 

Members asked about the key challenges 
 
Viavan noted that shared rides were not the key focus for most companies in this sector. It 
referenced the need for there to be clearer delineation in regulatory space between single 
occupancy vehicle rides and multi-passengers. It highlighted New York City’s approach 
where the MTA tax for single occupancy is $2.75 per trip and for pooled rides it is $0.75c. It 
highlighted that NYC is measuring the efficiency of pooled riding and suggests it is three 
times more efficient.  
 
 
Members asked about where modal shift to this model was coming from 
 
Viavan suggested that the journey distances indicated that it was unlikely that its service 
was displacing walking as primary mode, and more likely to be displacing single occupancy 
trips and private car use. It suggested that if bus services in places like outer London were 
able to be more dynamic to passenger demand more people would use them.  
 
 
Members asked about measures to ensure the safety of passengers and drivers 
 
Viavan says this is a key priority and that it was providing 24 support and text/phone/email 
contact  even before TfL mandated it. It says it has a comprehensive face-to-face driver 
training package. Its drivers are licensed private hire drivers and also undergo those checks. 
For passengers, because people are asked to walk towards an agreed meeting spot there is 
little risk of shared riders knowing where someone lives.  
 
 
Members asked about driver welfare issues 
 
Viavan takes a 15% service fee from its drivers. It says it is concerned about drivers working 
excessive hours (noting that its drivers are “self employed” and can and do work for other 
app companies. Viavan says that drivers can only log in to its app for ten hours at a time to 
reduce potential for driver fatigue.  
 
On driver earnings, Viavan said its drivers enjoyed the flexibility to be able to work for 
different apps. It gives drivers options to be paid on a fixed hour rate or get paid by trip, so 
its drivers receive above the London Living wage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Karhoo representative: Dr Michael Galvin, Chief Operating Officer 
  
Representative invited to give an overview of their role in the sector and what value they 
added 
  
Karhoo explained that it was an open, ‘vendor neutral’ platform which aggregates supply 
from operators (taxi and private hire (PH)), allowing smaller operators to access larger 
corporate contracts which they normally would not be considered for. It describes itself as 
‘supplier agnostic’ and its predominant market is Travel and Travel Related Electronic 
Platforms. Its charges are a transparent 10 per cent fee. 
  
Members asked about key challenges facing the sector 
  
On safety and enforcement, Karhoo suggested that enforcement was ‘moving in the right 
direction’, but highlighted concerns about levels of sexual assaults and poor reporting 
practices by some firms, suggesting that national minimum (not minimal) standards in this 
area would be welcome. Better training for licensing officers and enabling them to take 
action against any licensed vehicle/driver (and the associated issues with enforcement 
jurisdictions) who is in their area are key issues. 
  
On congestion, Karhoo suggested that London follow New York’s approach to using data to 
create an evidence base for changes to policy, for example by looking in more depth at how 
to utilise tracking data to look at the impact of private hire on congestion. They noted that 
vehicle tracking technology is relatively cheap but that the requirement should be on 
operators not drivers. They acknowledged that this issue was more problematic for black 
cabs as drivers are almost all owners and would need to fund the tracking equipment. 
  
Karhoo indicated that there would be merit in reviewing the process (but not the standards) 
for the Knowledge of London as the number of taxi drivers is drifting downwards. 
  
On the sustainability of pace of growth of the sector, Karhoo suggested current growth was 
not really sustainable in the longer term, but there were signs that the number of licence 
applications/renewals within the sector was showing signs of tailing off and that market 
forces were beginning to act on this organically (for example, through people deciding that 
they could not make a sustained living and therefore not renewing licences).  
  
On WAVs, Karhoo believes the current supply is not adequate and that because there was a 
perception of lack of supply those that existed were poorly utilised. They suggested that this 
could be remedied by finding a mechanism to aggregate the supply of WAVs across different 
operators (possibly through an app) to manage supply and demand better. They suggested 
this could be a quick win’ for TfL. They also suggested the possibility of mutualising 
resources in the sector for demand-responsive services. 
  
Members asked about TfL’s performance as a regulator 
  
Karhoo’s view was that there had been some improvement in TfL’s regulatory performance, 
but there still needed to be a stronger sense of collaboration with the trades backed up with 



 

 

effective regulation. The view was that TfL was not a ‘natural born regulator’ and that it 
needed to be more open and consultative with the trades. They also acknowledged that it 
takes both sides (TfL and the industry) to collaborate. 
  
They also suggested that consumer and disability groups should be involved as important 
stakeholders on issues such as accessibility. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Uber representatives: Tom Elvidge, Benjamin Bell 
 
Representatives were asked to give an overview of their role in the sector and what value 
they added 
 
Uber said that its vision was ‘to help cities by reducing congestion, pollution and the need 
for private car ownership and to deliver safe, accessible and affordable transport across all 
modes. They indicated that they were now moving into a phase where they provided access 
to multiple modes of transport through their app (citing trains, electric bikes and public 
transport). Uber is also looking to increase the use of shared rides through its Uber pool 
service. 
 
Uber says it sees itself as complementing rather than competing with public transport, 
particularly in outer London with a focus on reducing private care ownership, and is using its 
significant data sources to map demand. It has highlighted that the Night Tube has decrease 
demand in the centre but increasing it for the last mile home from night tube stations.  
 
Members asked what steps Uber was taking to ensure it was fit and proper as an operator/a 
responsible business 
 
Uber set out how it was cooperating with TfL on the conditions set on its licence. On data 
breaches, they were confident that the company had learnt from previous mistakes and that 
that the corporate culture and personnel had changed accordingly. This included 
establishing a board of directors to strengthen decision-making and governance as required 
by the licensing terms.  
 
Members asked about driver conditions and earnings 
 
Uber said it had: 

 Launched free injury and illness insurance provision, parental payments and other 
benefits to drivers 

 Introduced limits to driver hours to prevent driver fatigue with the app restricting 
total driving time to 8 hours then a minimum of ten hours logged off 

 
Uber said it was still advocating for flexibility for drivers but was looking in the future to 
explore options for ‘smoothing’ driver income and tackling income uncertainty.  
 
Uber currently takes a 25% commission 



 

 

 
Uber said it was looking to use its scale advantage to reduce the cost of driver overheads 
(such as phone data)  
Uber challenged reports that drivers had to work a minimum of 35 hours to begin making 
any money and said that median driver income was £11ph after costs.  

 
On WAVs, Uber said that its service had increased access to WAVs in real-time with a 
waiting time of around 12 minutes where previously these services often had to be booked 
days in advance.   
 
 
Members asked about safety and enforcement 
 
Uber said it was working with the Met to improve incident reporting including what and 
when to report and was confident that it was making progress. It also highlighted that it 
now provided a 24/7 telephone support line for passengers and drivers and an in-app safety 
toolkit.  
 
On environmental issues, Uber said it is aiming for every car on the app to be fully electric 
by 2025. It highlighted issues with rapid charging infrastructure in London as the key 
obstacle to this ambition and suggested the possibility of Uber charging stations which 
would double as rest stations for drivers.  
 
Other initiatives included introducing a ‘Clean air fee’ of 15p per mile to be included on 
every trip booked through the app in London. This would go into individual funds for drivers 
to upgrade to cleaner vehicles.   
 
 
 
 


